
AUDIENCE RESPONSE SYSTEMS  

GENEE WORLD AUDIENCE RESPONSE 
SYSTEMS ENABLE AUDIENCES 
OR STUDENTS TO GIVE INSTANT 
FEEDBACK OR ANSWER QUESTIONS 
POSED BY THE PRESENTER. 

The audience can give immediate responses using either 
dedicated wireless handsets or devices such as laptops, tablets and 
smartphones. These responses are analysed and presented in real 
time on the G-Touch screen or interactive whiteboard.

Questions can be created in advanced or during the presentation in 
as few as three clicks. They can range from simple yes/no responses 
through multiple choice to text answers. Team-building games can 
be devised. The data can be displayed graphically, and thresholds 
can be set for minimum correct answers to give an immediate 
indication of where further explanation is required.

Audience response systems have been shown to increase 
engagement and participation in classrooms. The respondents’ 
contributions can be analysed while the discussion is current, 
enabling the presenter and other participants to provide instant 
feedback.

Dispensing with paper tests and questionnaires saves time for the 
presenter/teacher and reduces their carbon footprint. 

To discover more about Genee World’s range of visualisers, interactive 
touchscreens, audience response systems and software you can view 
our online catalogue at www.geneeworld.com.

01902 390878 enquiries@geneeworld.com www.geneeworld.com

Audiences can use virtual controllers or 
dedicated high-spec Genee devices 

All response system sets now include Cens-Us and ClassComm 5.5 
software packages. 



Response System iQ-Pad  Pebble

Technology Wireless (2400-2483.5MHz) Wireless (2400-2483.5MHz)

Operating System Windows XP/Vista/7, Mac OS, Linux Windows XP/Vista/7, Mac OS, Linux

Battery Two AA batteries Two AA batteries

Presenter Remote Yes Yes

Question Types True/false, yes/no, multiple choice, 

multiple mark, text, numeric, sequence, 

Likert scale, e-vote, demographic 

True/false, yes/no, multiple choice, 

multiple mark, text, numeric, sequence, 

Likert scale, e-vote, demographic 

Display  LCD (handset ID, question ID, battery 

status, participant response, feedback

No

Range  Up to 50m Up to 40m

Group Size  253 (1000 with four receivers) 253 (1000 with four receivers) 

Accessories   USB receiver, USB cable, carry case USB receiver, USB cable, carry case

Compatible Software ClassComm 5, CenS-Us, ClassComm 

Cloud (via receiver app) 

ClassComm 5, ClassComm Cloud (via 

receiver app)

Compatible Resources  Genee Gold (primary, secondary) Genee Gold (primary, secondary)
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To discover more about Genee World’s range of interactive touchscreens, visualisers, audience response systems,    
stands and software you can view our online catalogue at www.geneeworld.com.


